
 
PLEASE SAY NO TO WHEELIE BINS 

-- WE CAN SAVE £ AND SAVE OUR GARDENS -- 
 
 
We recognise the difficult economic times we find ourselves in and the importance of protecting our 
environment. We acknowledge that if a substantial cost savings can be made through alternate weekly 
collections, with continued food waste collection on a weekly basis, that this is something worth trying. 
Economically this has the potential to help our communities, and improving recycling rates has an economic 
as well as a long term environmental benefit. 
 
What we hope to show is that this can be done without the need for introducing mandatory wheelie bins to 
clutter the streets and gardens of our beautiful Borough. This document is a plea for future generations of 
Ealing to be able to appreciate the joy of being brought up surrounded by nature and green gardens rather 
than green (or multicolour) bins. The reason why a large number of us made the choice to purchase our 
homes in this Borough, was specifically to avoid the bin wasteland that many London streets are now 
condemned to. 
 
We have the opportunity to make similar cost savings and also preserve the beauty around us for 
generations to come. This is not a short term decision that can easily be undone, this is the long term future 
of our natural surroundings which has a more than 100 year heritage. We hope we can work together to 
realise the financial benefits, but at the same time protect our green heritage for all to enjoy and not have to 
explain to our children and grandchildren that we did not work hard enough for this protection. 
 
 
PROPOSAL – ALTERNATE WEEKS WITH NO WHEELIE BINS & NO NEW SYSTEMS REQUIRED 

 
Move forward with alternate weekly collections for 1 year without wheelie bins and then review. This will 
require little effort as no changes will be required for any household. The benefits of this option are: 
 

1. £2 million annual cost savings will be realised through alternate weekly collections, whether bins or 
no bins. 

2. £3 million savings through not needing to borrow funds to purchase wheelie bins, and assumed 
interest payments which will also be required on this £3 million. 

3. Cost savings in not having to regularly replace stolen or damaged bins. 
4. Cost savings in not having to adapt waste vehicles. 
5. Prevention of gridlock which is experienced in other Boroughs with wheelie bins, as it takes what 

seems about 4 times as long. Whereas on some Brentham Roads currently, the vehicle makes very 
few stops as the men can easily walk at a steady pace and grab black bags as they go.  

6. Cost savings in not requiring assessment of houses that will not have any appropriate space to 
house these bins, and households can continue to manage their waste as they currently do. 

7. Food waste recycling rates would very likely increase at the same rate whether bins or no bins, as 
this will remain weekly therefore encouraging people do it. 

8. Foxes and vermin will be less attracted to black bags with more food waste being recycled. 
9. Plastics & card recycling rates would likely improve also, with residents making use of the alternate 

week when only recycling is taken away. 
10. Safeguarding Ealing’s more than 100 year heritage of loving their gardens, for our children and 

grandchildren. The sense of pride & pleasure residents feel in their green communities cannot be 
monetarily quantified, but undoubtedly contributes to the success of the borough. 

11. Protect our special conservation areas such as Brentham from serious damage to the character of the street 
scene, which has been so successfully conserved up to now. 

12. Alternate weekly collections without wheelie bins, has been successfully implemented in the 
Cotswolds. 

 
 
PRESERVE OUR NATURAL ENVIRONMENT FOR FUTURE GENERATIONS & MAKE SAME SAVINGS 

 
We feel very strongly that this proposal is actually more economical than moving to mandatory wheelie bins, 
which in itself has a substantial cost. It is something which is in place in the Cotswolds and seems a very 
practical solution to conserve the wonderful heritage the Ealing Borough has safeguarded for well over 100 
years. It is a proposal worth giving a try for future generations, as the benefits of being surrounded by a 
natural environment is once again not easily monetarily quantified, but we of course know the value is great. 
 
 
Brentham Society 
June 2015 
 Continued overleaf    



 

ALTERNATE WEEKLY COLLECTIONS – WITHOUT WHEELIE BINS 

 
 PROS 

 
 CONS 

1. £2 million annual savings 
By decreasing the number of collections, a majority of 
the expected savings would come from this. 

1. Storing recyclables & black bags in between 
collections 
As it would be expected that black bags will 
decrease in size by at least 1/3 through food waste 
recycling, and that plastics and card are often easily 
collapsible, most homes would manage their waste 
as they do currently. 

2. £3 million wheelie bin savings 
£3 million will not need to borrowed (plus interest?) to 
purchase wheelie bins. 

2. Split bags 
There will still be the chance of split black bags, but 
those split by foxes and vermin should be greatly 
reduced, by increased food waste recycling. The 
cost of cleaning up split bags seems much more 
cost effective versus the initial cost of purchasing 
wheelie bins and then needing to replace stolen or 
damaged bins over the years. There is also the cost 
saved by many residents not having to dig up their 
small front gardens to house 2 wheelie bins. 

3. Cost savings on no assessment 
Cost savings in not having to assess houses to 
determine which do and do not have appropriate room 
to house wheelie bins as households would manage 
rubbish as they do now. 

  
 
 
 
 

4. Food recycling rates increased 
It would be expected that food waste recycling would 
increase at the same rate whether there were wheelie 
bins or not, as this will remain weekly. 

  

5. Plastic & card 
Recycling rates would likely improve for plastics & 
card also, with residents making use of the alternate 
week when only recycling is taken away. 

  

6. Conservation areas 
Particularly Article 4 Direction CA’s such as Brentham 
will be protected from serious damage to the character 
of the street scene which has been so successfully 
conserved up to now. 

  

7. Front gardens untouched 
Front gardens can continue to be enjoyed to the 
benefit of all. Many people would otherwise potentially 
have a cost of ripping up part of their gardens to 
house these bins. 

  

8. No inefficiency emptying bins 
Very inefficient to load up a bin per household, 
particularly in Brentham Conservation area with small 
homes and barely a black bag per household. 

  

9. No damage to gardens or cars 
It is very likely that damage will occur to gardens and 
densely parked cars in an attempt to load up wheelie 
bins – this has been observed by relatives who live in 
other boroughs with similar systems. 

  

10. Elderly 
Elderly & those with movement restrictions saved from 
having to manoeuvre and clean large bins. 

  

11. Split bags 
Split bags from Foxes and vermin will be greatly 
reduced as it is hoped people will make better use of 
food waste recycling on a weekly basis. 

  

12. Stepped access 
Houses with stepped access to gardens from the 
pavement will not be affected by unmanageable bins . 

  

13. No security risk 
Wheelie bins kept in the front of properties can be 
used by intruders to gain access to the rear of the 
property over a side gate/ fence, or through a front 
window. 

  

14. Cost savings in not needing to replace damaged or 
stolen bins 
It has been observed in other boroughs that there is a 
substantial cost with bins being stolen or damaged 
regularly. 

  

 


